
*50031 
Extra-large
fine socks

UNA SCELTA DI QUALITÀ
PER LA SALUTE

DEI PIEDI SENSIBILI
E DIABETICI

Sensiline socks are an excellent choice to grant your feet the ideal 
wellbeing and health conditions for all daily activities, in particular for 
sensitive feet. Sensiline products have been conceived for diabetes 
sufferers, who need to wear specific socks every day. For them, it 
is essential to prevent small wounds by wearing proper shoes and 
comfortable socks made of high-quality materials. 
Sensiline offers a wide range of socks made of cotton, cotton/silver, 
angora, silk, Amicor (antibacterial fibre) to cater to all requirements and 
provide a comfortable feeling at the same time.

DESK
DISPLAY

ED53000 SILK ANKLE SOCKS
Colours: Naturale 

80%Natural silk 18%Polyamide 2%Elastan

ED50033 EXTRA-LARGE SOCKS
ED50034 EXTRA-LARGE SOCKS XL
ED50133 EXTRA-LARGE KNEE-HIGHS

Rib mesh, suitable over bandages.
Colours: Bianco - Naturale - Ecrù - 

Grigio Vanisé - Nero - Blu
75%Cotton 25%Polyamide

ED50020 PADDED SOCKS
ED50050 EXTRA-LARGE PADDED SOCKS

ED50120 PADDED KNEE-HIGHS
Padded toe, sole and heel, comfort top 

without binding elastic cuff.
Colours: Bianco - Nero 

80%Cotton 18%Polyamide 2%Elastan 

ED50005 ANGORA SOCKS
ED50035 EXTRA LARGE ANGORA SOCKS

ED50105 ANGORA KNEE-HIGHS  
Comfort top without binding elastic cuff,

rib mesh, suitable over bandages.
Colours: Naturale 

50%Angora 30%Lana 15%Poliam 5%Elastan

ED50011 FINE SOCKS 
ED50031 EXTRA-LARGE FINE SOCKS
Comfort top without binding elastic cuff, 

suitable over bandages.
Colours: Bianco - Naturale

 Grigio - Nero - Blu
55%Cotton 40%Polyamide 5%Elastan

ED50000 100% COTTON SOCKS 
Colours: Bianco - Nero - Blu

100%Cotton 

ED50101 KNEE-HIGHS
Rib mesh, comfort top.

Colours: Bianco - Grigio Vanisé - Nero  
75%Cotton 15%Polyamide 10%Elastan

ED50013 MERINOS WOOL SOCKS
ED50036 EXTRA-LARGE MERINOS WOOL SOCKS

ED50113 MERINOS WOOL KNEE-HIGHS
Comfort top without binding elastic cuff, rib 

mesh, suitable over bandages.
Colours: Naturale - Nero 

80%Lana 15%Polyamide 5%Elastan

The EXTRA-LARGE models are 
particularly extensible and suitable 

for calf circumferences 
up to 60 cm.

ED50025 PADDED ANKLE SOCKS
Padded toe, sole and heel.

Colours: Bianco - Naturale - Nero 
80%Amicor 15%Polyamide 

ED52000 ANKLE SOCKS
Colours: Bianco - Nero 

80% Cotton 15% Polyamide  5%Elastan

SIZE SHOES

Soft and comfort top
 with circumference up to 60 cm 

in the extra-large models

Good fit thanks to 
the comfortable fabric

True reciprocated 
heel

Classic or partially 
padded foot

Hand-linked style flat 
stitch seam

The following items complete our offer:
NE6099 RIB 1/1 SOCKS

Sizes: S(35/37) - M(38/40) - L(41/43) 
Colours: Bianco 

95%Cotton 5%Polyamide

NE9002 COTTON FOOTLETS
Sizes: S(35/37) - M(38/40)

L(41/43) - XL(44/46)
Colours: Bianco - Naturale - Nero 

73%Cotton 24%Polyamide 3%Elastane

NE9000 ARCH SUPPORT COVER
Sizes: S(35/38) - M(39/42) - L(43/46) 

Colours: Naturale 
90%Cotton 8%Polyamide 2%Elastane

SIZE CHART

ED50010 CLASSIC SOCKS 
Comfort top without binding elastic cuff,

in soft cotton, for everyday use.
Colours: Bianco - Antracite

80%Cotton 15%Polyamide 5%Elastan

ED50002 SILVER SOCKS 
Antibacterial, comfort top without binding 

elastic cuff. A real help in healing, 
perspiration and inflammation.
Colours: Grigio Vanisé - Nero
70%Cotton 25%Polyamide 

3%Silver 2%Elastane

All the SENSILINE products
have a true reciprocated heel 

and a toe with hand-linked 
style flat stitch seam

ED50023 PADDED SOCKS SOFT 
COLORFUL

Padded toe, sole and heel, comfort top 
without binding elastic cuff.

Colours: Cielo - Crema - Menta - Tortora 
80%Cotton 18%Polyamide 2%Elastan 

S1



SOCKS
ED50010
Classic socks 
(cotton)

also 
- in Angora wool (ED50005)
- in Merinos wool (ED50013)
- with silver (ED50002)

EXTRA LARGE 
SOCKS
ED50013

Merinos wool
Extra large socks

also
- in Angora wool (ED50035)

- in Cotton (ED50033)

ANKLE SOCKS
ED53000
Silk ankle socks

also
- in Cotton (ED52000)
- padded (ED50025)

PADDED SOCKS
ED50020

Padded socks
(cotton)

also
- extra large (ED50050)

PADDED SOCKS
SOFT COLORFUL

ED50023
Crema e Menta
(also available 

Cielo or Tortora)



A HEALTHFUL MASSAGE THE COMPANY
ANTISTRESS products are divided into different lines to meet the health and well-being 

needs of each customer; from the CLASSIC line, through the THERAPEUTIC or the ACTIVE 
EFFECT, different compression values and different yarns come together to define the 
various models, up to the SENSILINE, specific for sensitive or diabetic feet, or the FASHION 

& LEGGINGS, with fashionable motifs.

THE
LINES

For over 50 years, Elly has been more frequently regarded as a protagonist in the market, thanks 
to the quality and innovation of its products, responding and caring for consumers’ 
needs. Created from the collaboration between phlebologists and Elly technicians, 
ANTISTRESS products are the ideal solution to all your customers’ requests.

THE PRODUCTION
Continual investments in production structures together with a constant 
updating in new products designing, as well as high-quality standards 
from the yarn to the finished product, make Elly a leading company 
worldwide.
The manufacturing of graduated compression products requires a 
more sophisticated technology which allows achieving a different 
tension of the yarn in the various points of the leg, from the ankle to 
the thigh, to obtain a specific level of graduated pressure, certified by 
the HATRA test.

QUALITY AND CERTIFICATIONS
The ISO 9001 quality management system, based on accurate controls 
during the different manufacturing steps, ensures the quality of the production 
and the best assistance to meet the customers’ needs. The Oeko-Tex standard 100 
certificate guarantees the respect of human-ecological requirements of ANTISTRESS products. All the 
products are CE marked.

The ANTISTRESS lines are accompanied with customized material, displays and window signs 
for every need, ALWAYS UPDATED.

EXHIBITION
               MATERIAL             


